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0. Introduction. 
In this paper we continue the study of the problem of prediction 
from the growth curve model initiated by Geisser (1970). A capsule 
history of the development of this model is given in the first para-
graph of the aforementioned paper with appropriate references. 
The model is 
E(YpxN) = X NT ArxN px mxr 
where T is unknown, X and A are known matrices of ranks m < p and 
r < N respectively. Further, the columns of Y are independent and 
p-dimensional 11t1ltinormal variates having a common unknown covariance 
matrix I:. 
Geisser (1970) considered this model from a Bayesian viewpoint 
and discussed posterior inference for T and predictive inference 
for V, a future p x K observation matrix to be drawn from this 
model, i.e. K future p-dimensional vectors. This was examined under 
the assumption that I: is an arbitrary unknown positive definite (p.d.) 
matrix and when I:= xrx• + zez• , which we term simple structure {S.S.), 
where Z is of rank p-m such that X'Z = 0 and r, 0 are p X p-m 
arbitrary unknown p.d. matrices. 
The main burden of this paper is to examine the problem of partial 
or conditional predictions from this model. In the previous paper pre-
diction was restricted to V, the whole set of future observations. If 
we let c(l)) v<i) is i = 1,2 then V = v< 2) where pi X K , P1 + Pz = p , 
our interest is in predicting v<2) after observing v<l) , and of 
course Y. A typical problem of this kind may be conceived as follows; 
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A particular attribute is measured on a random sample of N children 
from some specified population on their 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th birth-
days. We wish to predict this attribute of a child from this population 
fo·r his 11th birthday when he has just turned 10 using his measurements 
on his previous three birthdays and the measurements of the other N 
children on their 8th through 11th birthdays. One could also use 
this method to "predict11 for another child his attribute at age 9, 
assuming the measurement was lost or for some reason not taken, based 
on values at the other three ages. This latter case is generally called 
the "missing value problem" but with regard to our model it is still 
conditional prediction and is handled in exactly the same manner as the 
previous problem. It is clear of course that this includes the case of 
predicting the observation matrix V by setting p1 = O. 
The E (V) in the predictive distribution of V can be used for 
the estimation of V, and it is easily obtained. How~ver an explicit 
analytic evaluation of E (v<2>1v<1>) seems to be intractable, We 
shall however present approximations and for the case K = 1 numerical 
proceduresfor calculating this value when the covariance is of simple 
structure. We also delineate certain low-dimensional search proceedures 
which are capa!!le of calculating the mode of v< 2> in the conditional 
distribution of v< 2> given V(l) when K = 1 • The approximations 
we shall consider depend on estimates of r, or the covariance matrix 
of the predictive distribution of V • We shall deal with these matters 
pertaining to the arbitrary covariance case in section 1. In section 2 
we shall discuss approximations and in the third section develop the modal 
calculations for the aforementioned case. Section 4 introduces the simple 
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structure case and presents a test of this case versus the arbitrary 
case. Sections 5-8 then deal with predictions when simple structure 
obtains. 
1. Estimates of E and the Predictive Covariance. 
For the sake of convenience we shall deal with the pseudo~augmented 
model 
(1.1) E{Y) = (X,Z)(~)A 
The likelihood function of T and E is 
-I!! -Ji. 
( 1. 2) L ( T, E) = ( 2 n) 2 I EI 2 I B , -1 [BY - -r Al [BY - -r Al
1 I exp -\tr[ (z' )E(B ,Z)] Z'Y Z'Y 
where 
(1. 3) B = (X' X) -l X' 
First we shall need the following lemma: 
Lennna 1.1 (Rao 1965, Khatri 1966) 
Let 
C'D o O. 
D pxq 
If S 
-1 s -
and C be of ranks q and p-q respectively such that pxp-q 
is p.d., then 
-1 
S-lD (D'S- 1D) D'S-l = C (C'SC)-l C' • 
Now following more or less along the lines of Khatri (1966) we let 
-1 B -1 (All -i111 ) (1.4) A = [ (zr}E(B' ,Z)] = 1l 1l -1 
11' A 11' A 11+ (Z' EZ) 
where I A11 = (B~' - Trl'rn)-l 
(1.5) ~ = BEZ(Z'EZ)-l 
We ~an reparametrize the likelihood function as 
1 -E,!i -N l N N 
( 1. 6) L ( T, Tl, X' £ X, Z' EZ) = ( 2 n) 2 I Z' I:Z I ~ I X' E - X 12 I ( B ' , Z) I 
•exp[-\tr X'E-1X{[(T,1l)-BYQ*'(Q*Q*')-l]Q*Q*'[(-r, Tl)-BYQ*'(Q*Q*')-l] 
+BY[I-Q*'(Q*Q*')-l Q*) Y'B'}] 
.exp[-\tr (Z'I:Z)-l Z'YY'Z] 
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-... 
.... 
where 
Q* c(z~y) 
By the utilization of Lemma 1.1 it can be shown that the MLE's are 
A -1 -1 -1 -1 
T = (X'S X) X'S YA'(AA') 
~-l = N-l aY(I-Q*'(Q*Q*')-l Q*] Y'B' 
(1. 7) ~ -1 (Z' IZ)· = N Z'YY' Z 
~ = BSZ (Z'SZ)-l 
where 
(1.8) S :.: Y[ I-A' (AA') -l A] Y' 
1 -1 From (1.7) and Lemma 1.1 we have the MLE of A- , with D = (Z'Z) Z' , 
(1.9) ;-l = N(f) s-1 (X,D') + N [ 0o O ] 
(Z'YY'Z)-l - (Z'SZ)-l 
-1 
which implies that the MLE of r is 
A -1 1 1 1 (1.10) E = NS- + NZ [(Z'YY'Z)- - (Z'SZ)-] Z' • 
We thus see that the MLE of L is 
A -1 
(1.11) t = N-l{S-l + Z[ (Z'YY'Z)-l - (Z'SZ)-l] Z'} 
= ~-
1s (1-sz[(Z'SZ)-l - (Z'YY'Z)-½ z·)-l 
A 
which indicates how t is a function of the simple unbiased estimate 
(N-r)-lS of t. 
Alternatively, the MLE of r is, of course, 
(1.12) 
A -1 ,- ,. 
t = N (Y-X~A)(Y-XTA)' . 
A preference amongst the various forms above will depend on the compu-
tational proceedure. 
We now consider the posterior expectation of E. The joint pos-
i d i f ~ and ~-l ter or ens ty o , ~ is, with a convenient prior density 
Geisser and Cornfield (1963) , 
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... 
(1.13) 
From (1.13) Geisser (1970) showed that a posteriori 
-1 A -N 
(1.14) P(T) « lcx·s-1x) + (T-T)G(T - T)' I 2 
where 
(1.15) I G-l = (AA')-l + r2• (Z'SZ)-l T2 T2 = Z'YA' (AA')-l 
The posterior density of T as given in (1.14) is the general 
A -1 
determinantal density and will be denoted by D(•; T, G, (X's-1x) , N) 
We shall say that Bis distributed as D(•;6,A,r.,N) if 
(1.16) f(B) C T-rm/21rlv/2 (Alm/2 = m V 
C Ir.+ (B-6)A(B-6)' IN/ 2 
m,N 
where t is m x m and p.d., A is r x r and p.d., and Band 6 are 
m x r and v = N-r ~ m :2: 1 , and 
m 
(1.17) C~~ V = TTm(m-1)/4!1 f ( vf-!- i ) 
Geisser (1966). We note in passing that the general determinantal den-
sity is also referred to as the matrix T density, Dickey (1967), and the 
multivariate T density is just a special case. For convenience and 
subsequent reference, a multivariate T distribution, denoted by 
T( •; µ., r.,N) , whose density is defined as 
f(B) = (nv)-7 r-1(-f-)f( ~ )ltl-\[l + (B-µ)'(vI:)- 1(B-µ.)J-! 
where B is p x 1 , v = N - p 
In order to compute the posterior expectation of E, we shall 
need a few preliminary results. 
Lemma 1.2 (Lachenbruch 1968) 
If S - W(•·t v) , then p X p , , 
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-1 -1 -1 E(S ) = ( v-p-1) ~ 
where W(·;~,v) stands for the Wisqart distribution with parameters Land v. 
Theorem 1.1. 
(1.18) 
then 
If V and 6 are p x K such that 
-N 
f(V) « ,~ + (V·6)A(V-6)'1 2 , i.e, 
V - D(•;6,A,t,N) , 
E(V) = 6, and 
Cov(V) = (N-p-K-1)-l E ~A-l , 
if they exist, where Q denotes the Kronecker product and Cov(V) stands 
for the variance-covariance matrix among the rows of V, as defined by 
Anderson (1958 p. 182). 
Proof: 
The expectation is trivial while the covariance is obtained from 
the well-known identity 
(1.19) 
the application of Lennna 1.2 and the fact that (1.18) can be represented 
as {F.( v I S) = N ( • ; 6, S - l Ol A - 1) 
(1.20) S -W(•;-r-1, N-) 
where F(•I•) denotes the distribution of function. We note that the pos-
terior expectation of T, if it exists, is T as given in (1.7). 
Theorem 1.2. 
If V K ..:..D(·;6,A,E,N) , then p X 
-1 -1 
V' -D(•;6',E ,A ,N). 
Proof: 
This follows from the representation (1.20) and the fact that 
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... 
X - N(·; µ,, ;_ & t 2) implies 
X' - N { • ; IJ,' , I:2 & I:l) • 
Theorem 1.3. 
Let c1 be K x l of rank l, s K , c2 be s x p of rank s s p , 
A be any p.d. constant matrix, and V be distributed as (1.18). Then 
-1 
(i) vcl -D(-;ACl' (C1'A- 1cl) , E, N + t-k) 
(ii) c2 V - (D•; c2A, A, c2Ec2 ', N + s-p) 
(iii) E[ VAV' ] = (N - p - K - 1) - l { tr A - l A) 6 + 6 A 6' 
Proof: 
(i) follows from the representation {1.20) 
(ii) follows from Theorem 1.2 and (i) 
(iii) follows from Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and (i) • 
We are now in a position to find the posterior expectation of r.. 
From (1.13) and (1.14) we have 
(1.21) {
F(lr1 JT) =W{•;[ (Y - x1·A)(Y - X'T"A)']-l, N) 
" -1 -1 
T - D( •; T, G, (X'S X) , N) • 
Thus by Lennna 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 (iii), 
(1.22) -1 ,. E(I:) = (N - p - 1) [(Y - XTA)(Y - XTA)' 
+ (N-m-r-lf l X(X' s- 1X) -l X'[ tr G-l AA']) • 
Comparison of (1.22) with MLE of I: as given in (1.12) we sec 
that the d{fference 6 = E(I:) - E is always positive definite. 
We next consider the covariance matrix of the predictive distribu-
tion of V. Since V is assumed to be drawn from the g~owth curve 
model we have 
(1.23) I -1 F(V T, E )= N(•;XTF, lll1t() 
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-where 
of A. 
(1.24) 
F is a known design matrix, usually formed by some columns 
r x K 
From (1.19), (1.22) and Theorem 1.1 we have 
-1 A ,-Cov(V) = {N-p-1) (Y-XTF)(Y-XTF)' QIK 
+ (N-r-m-1)'·"".~(X'S-lX)-lX' Q[(N-p-1)-l(tr G-lAA')IK + F'G-lF]. 
which is free of Z and has been obtained without knowing the predictive 
density of V. These results shall be useful for the approximations 
developed in the next section. 
2. Approximations. 
As noted by Geisser (1970) that it may be extremely troublesome 
to obtain a 1 - a probability region for a future observation 
matrix V which is of minimum hypervolume. If V is partitioned as 
V =(:~~~) and we are interested in a marginal predictive region for 
V(i) i = 1,2 or a conditional predictive region for v< 2>tv<l) , 
then the previously mentioned difficulty is increased. 
In this section we will present some approximations to the 
predictive density of V. Since the expectation and the covariance 
matrix of V has been obtained, we can approximate the predictive 
distribution·by 
(2.1) F(V 1) - N(•; XTF, I:) p X - V 
where I: is the covaria~ce matrix of the predictive distribution as 
V 
given in (1.24)~ since V tends to normality as N increases. 
From the above approximation we can obtain marginal predictions 
for V{i) as well as conditional predictions for v<Z) given V(l) 
using the standard normal theory. 
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-In the rest of this section we will assume that E is essentially 
known, i.e. replaced by an estimate; unbiased estimate, MLE or the 
posterior expectation. 
-1 The density of V conditional on T and E is 
(2.2) 1 1 K/Z 1 f(VIT,E-) « It- I exp[-%tr E- (V - XTF)(V - XTF)'] 
with E -1 known the posterior density of T given E is 
(2.3) 
1. 1 (N-p-1)/2 1 
P(TIE- ) « II:- I exp[-\tr E- (Y .. X-rA)(Y - X-rA)'] 
Combining (2.2) with (2.3) and making transformation 
-1 -1 E = (B',Z) A (B',Z)' and then applying LeIIUlla 1.1 we obtain 
(2.4) f(V,-rlA-1) « IA-11(~ + K - p - 1)/2 
{ -1 . T T } .exp -\tr A [ W - (o)H)(W - (o)H)' 
where 
(2.5) I W =(! ~ (Y, V) H = (A,F) 
and -1 A was given in (1.4). 
Utilization of the identity (4.12) of Geisser (1970) and Lemma 1.1 
yields, after same algebra and inte:gration w.r. t. i , 
(2.6) 
where 
(2.7) 
f(vlt- 1) « exp[-\tr (Z',Z)-1V2V2' 
-1 
•exp -%tr X'E X(V1-Q) M(V1-Q)'] 
f Q = Bq + . 11( v 2 -z' V) 
. lv = YA' (AA')-l F 
and Tl was· defined in ( 1. 5). 
We now recognize that (2.7) can be written as 
(2.8) I -1 I -1 I -1 f(V E ) = f(V1 v2,~ ) f(V2 E ) 
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where 
(2.9) 
Hence, we have 
(2.10) F(VIL-l)=N(•,· II. L) 
,...a, a 
where 
(2.11) 
+ XBrzo + D' Z' EZD1 6l IK 
M = I - F'(HH')-l F 
We thus see, with L replaced by its estimate,that inference on 
V as well as V(Z) conditional on V(l) can be obtained through the 
standard normal theory, with appropriate rearrangement of V and the 
corresponding covariance matrix L 
a 
3. Predictive Modes. 
It has been noticed by Geisser (1970) that the expectation XTF 
of the predictive distribution of V is not the mode. In this section 
we will present a procedure for obtaining the predictive mode of Vas 
well as tte mode of the conditional distribution of v< 2) given V(l) 
when K = 1 • 
The predictive density of V as given by Geisser (1970, eq. 4.21) 
can be written as 
(3.1) 
-(N+l-m)/2 
f(V) « [1 + (V - XTF)' Q(l) (V - XTF)] 
A -(N+l-r)/2 
•[M-l + (V - V)' Q< 2>cv V) + (V - XTF)'Q{ 3)(V - XTF)] 
, [M-_1 + (V _ ;) , Q(2) (V V)] (N+l-r-m) / 2 
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I 
... where 
(3.2) 
Q(l) 
= z (Z'YY'Z)-l Z' I Q(2) = Z (Z'SZ)-l Z' 
Q(3) S-l X (X'S-lX) 
-1 
x·s-1 = 
From (3.1) we can find the mode Vm of the predictive distribution 
by utilizing a suggestion of Lindley (1970), this is accomplished by 
min (V - X;F)' Q(l) (V - XTF) 
V 
subject to 
(3.3) 
or, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
{
(V - V)' Q( 2) (V - V) = k2 
(V - XTF)' Q(J) (V - XTF) = k3 
equivalently, 
min q = min{(V - XTF)'Q(l) (V - XTF) 
V V 
,. 
+ A2 [ (V - V) 'Q (Z) (V - V)-k2] 
+ A3 [ (V - XTF)'Q{J) (V - XTF)-k3J} 
If we set .Q9. = 0 this then implies 
"OV , 
-1 ] V = XTF - (Q(l) + A Q(Z) + A Q(J)) [A Q( 2)(XTF-V) 
m 2 3 2 
Hence the modal value of the predictive distribution will satisfy (3.5). 
Thus the mode of this distribution can be obtained in a two-dimensional 
search over A2 and A3 , i.e. the mode of the predictive distribution 
has been reduced from a p-dimensional search to a two-dimensional one. 
We note in passing that Q(l) + Q(Z) + Q(J) = Q(l) + S-l and hence 
is p. d. 
In practice we can either substitute V into (3.1) and search 
m 
for the V which maximizes f(V) or consider f(V) as a function of 
m 
Then setting 
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for i = 2,3, we have two equations 
I >..2 _= hl 01.2,A3) (3.6) A3 - h2(X2,>..3) 
Thus numerically we can obtain X2*, X3* such that h(A 2,A3) is 
maximized and hence Vm(A 2*,A3*) is the mode. 
Since the mode of the predictive distribution is obtainable, 
we can also approximate the distribution by 
(3.7) 
where V 
m 
and 
(3.8) 
F(Vp X 1> :::N(•; vm, Iv";\-) 
is the mode of the predictive distribution as given in (3.5) 
I:_* = E{ (V-V ) (V-V ) '] = Cov(V) + XTFF' ,-• X' 
-V m m 
- V F' ~· X' - XTFV I + V V I 
m m m m 
We next consider conditional predictive inference on v< 2) given 
Lemma 3.1. 
If Y =(;~), A=(~~ 
semi-definite, then 
(3.9) 
where 
(3.10) 
~
2) where A is symmetric positive A22 , 
and A22 is the weak generalized inverse of A22 satisfying 
(3.11) 
· A22 A;2 A22 = A22 I ~2 A22 IA;2 : ¾2 
(A22 A22) - A;2 A22 
Proof: 
It follows by the fact that A22 A;2 A21 = A21 as noted by Zelen 
- 12 -
.... 
._. and Federer (1965). 
Now by applying Lemma 3.1 and the fact that f(v< 2>1v(l)) o: f(V) , 
'-' 
we have from (3.1) 
al 
-(N + l-m)/2 (3 12) f(V( 2) lv(l))o: ( K + (V(Z) - µ, ) ' Q(l) (V(Z)_µ, )] 
• 1 2, 1 22 2 • 1 
•fK + (V(2) -~ )' Q(2) cv<2)_µ ) 
2 r .! • 1 22 2 • 1 
tal 
+(V(2)_• )' Q(3) (V(2)_• )] -(N + l-r)/2 
~-1 22 ~-1 
I.I 
(2) ( () (N+l-r-m)/2 
• [K + (V - - ) ' Q 2) V 2 - - )] 3 µ2 • 1 2 2 µ2 • 1 
where K = 1 + (V(l) - x< 1>TF)' Q(l) (V(l) - x< 1>;F) 1 11~2 
'-' µ = x< 2>TF- q< 1>-q< 1> cv<1> - x< 1>~F) 2•1 22 21 
_, K = M-1 +(V(l)_V(l))'Q(2) (V(l)_V(l)) + (V(l)_X(l);F)'Q(3) (V(l)_X(l);F) 
2 11•2 11•2 
-
,.. = (v<1>) 
V "'(2) 
V 
._, 
= (x(l)) 
X (2) 
X 
(3.13) ~ = v<2> _ Q<2>-q<2> cv<1> _ 0c1>> 2•1 21 
._. 
=Cz(l)) 
z (2) 
z 
'- • ·= x<2)"'F - Q(3)-Q(3) (V(l) - x<l)~F) ~ • 1 'T 22 21 T 
... 
K = M-1 + (V(l) - V(l))' Q(2) (V(l) - V(l)) 
3 11•2 
.. 
(i) (i) 
Q(i) = (Q11 _Q12 ) 
Q(i) Q(i) 
21 22 
... 
Q ( i) = Q (i ) - Q ( i) Q ( i) - Q ( i) 11•2 11 12 22 21 
and Q~~)- is the weak generalized inverse of Qg) , for i = 1,2,3 . 
-' It is easily seen that (3.12) is exactly the same form as (3.1). 
- - 13 -
-
... 
.. 
Hence similar to the previous arguments the modal value of the 
distribution of v< 2> given V(l) will satisfy 
{J. 14) v~2> = {Q~~>+.t2Q~!>+.t3Q~~>;1 {Q~~> ~ •1 +.t2Q~~> µ2-1 +.t3Qg> ii-z, 1 l 
Thus the mode of conditional predictive distribution can be obtained in a 
two-dimensional search over t2 and t3 • 
4. Test For Simple Versus Arbitrary Structure. 
Rao (1967) showed that the necessary and sufficient condition that 
the least squares estimator of T in the generalized growth curve model 
is the same as that for r. = a2 I is r = XfX' + zez• + cr2 I. Geisser 
(1970) noted that without loss of generality this simple structure co-
variance can be written as t = Xf'X' + Z0Z' where r, 0 are unspecified 
and X, Z are defined as before. 
In this section we shall present a likelihood ratio test for 
H: t = Xf'X' + Z8Z' , f and 8 are p.d. and unspecified 
0 
vs. 
H1 : t arbitrary p.d. 
By virtue of the fact that under 
and the identity (BY - TA)(BY - TA)'= BSB' + (T - T )AA'(T - T )' 1 1 
where T1 = BYA'(AA')-l , the likelihood function of T, rand 9 is 
(4.1) / 
-N -N 
L(T,r,e) = (2TT)-pN 2 l<s',o')IN lrl z lel z 
-1 
.exp(-\tr f (BSB' + (-r - T1) AA' (T - T1)' ]) 
-1 
•exp(-\tr 8 DYY'D') • 
From (4.1) we obtain the MLE's 
(4.2) 
Hence 
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(4.3) max L(-r,r,e) = (2n)p~/ 2 I (B' ,D') ININ- 1BSB' ,-N/ 2 1N- 1DYY'D' 1-N/2 
,-,r,e 
From (4.2) the MLE of t under H 
0 
is 
which is incidentally a biased estimate of L. An unbiased estimate is-
easily supplied, if desirable, and is (N-r)-1XBSB'X' + N-1ZDYY'D'Z' 
From (1.7) we have under H1 
(4.4) max L(T,t) = (2n)-pN/ 21~' ,z)I NIN- 1z•yy•z(-N/ 21Nx's-1xlN/Z [-~] exp 2 
Combining (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain the likelihood ratio test 
statistic 
(4.5) A = I (XI s -1 X) -1 , 
IBSB' I 
By Lemma 1.1 we have the identity (X'S-lX)-l = BSB' - BSZ(Z'SZ)-lZ'SB' • 
Since S - W( •; E ,N-r), we have 
(4.6) B <z,) s (B',Z) -W(•;Ek,N-r) 
where 
(4.7) D\' = (Bl:B' BEZ) = (Efl riz) Z'IB' Z'IZ ~ ~ 
-Zl 22 
We shall also need the following Theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. 
Etz = 0 if and only if L = XfX' + Z9Z' , where r,e are argitrary 
p.d. matrices. 
Proof: 
This follows by the fact that X'Z • 0 and X(X'X)- 1x• + Z(Z'Z)-lz, = 1 • 
From (4.6) and theorem 4.1 we see that the distribution of f' under 
H
0 
is the same as that of a U statistic as given in Anderson (1958 p.243). 
Applying his result, we have under H 
0 
- 15 -
(4.8) ). -u 
m,p-m,N-(p-m)-1 
We next present the asymptotic non-null distribution of A. 
, 
Leunna 4.1 (Cramer (1946 p. 366); Olkin and Press (1969 p. 1364)) • 
Suppose S - W(•;E,n) • Let e·= n-lL-~S~-\ and h(0) = g(nL~9~) • 
, 
If h is scalar invariant and satisfies condition (1) in Cramer 
(1946 p. 353), then s(,.fiifb(8) - h(O))} - N(•;O, 2tr H2) where 
t(X) stands for the distribution of X, 
H = (h ) h = % bh I 
ij ' ij oe1 j e=r 
, for ifj , h = oh I 
ii 08 .. e I 11 = 
Now observe that H can be rewritten as 
- -(4.9) H = \H* + \ Diag (H*) 
where H* = (:ij)l0=r and Diag (A)is the diagonal matrix with only the 
diagonal elements of A= (01 .) • 
' J 
Hence we can rephrase Lemma 4~1 as 
Theorem 4.2. 
By the same conditions as Lenma 4.1 we have 
(4.10) t{$n [h(8) - h(I)l} .... N(•;O, A*) 
* - 2 [ - ]2 where A = tr H * + 3 tr Diag (H*) • 
Now the testing statistic ). , as given in (4.9), is a function 
of S which is distributed as W(•;~, N-r) • Let 8 = (N-r)-l L-% SY.-%, 
then 
(4.11) 
It is obvious that h(0) is scale invariant and the conditions for 
Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. Hence for the asymptotic non-null distribu-
tion of ~ we need only find h(I) and A*. It is easy to see that 
- 16 -
' 
.... 
(4.12) 
-1 
h(I) = logA(8 = I) - 1 lcx·~-lxl I 
- og lam• 
We next evaluate A*. From (4.11) we have 
= d1 + d2 , say. 
It can be shown that 
and 
Hence we have 
(4.13) H* = 
From the previous results we conclude that under n1 
t{Jiii lh(0) - h(I)I - N(•;O,A*) 
where 
-1 
A*= 2[m - tr(X'~-1x) (BY-:B')-1) + tr[Diag (H*~~ 
h(0) , h(I) were given in (4.11), (4.12) respectively, 
and H* given in (4.13) • 
Further as a sidelight of the S. S. model we also show the 
following: 
Theorem 4.3. 
The simple structure covariance E = XfX' + zez' will include 
the uniform covariance 2 I:= o [Cl-p)I + pee'I as a special case 
with 
2 r = a B [ (1-p)I + pee'] B' 
2 a= a D[(l-p)I + pee'lD' 
- 17 -
• 
if and only if 
X'ee'Z = 0 
where I is an identity matrix and e a pXl vector consisting of all 
l's. 
Proof: 
With r, e specified as above, we have 
I: = o2 { XB [ ( 1- p) + pee ' I B ' X' + ZD [ ( 1- p) I + pee ' ] D' Z' } , 
By virtue of the fact that X(X'X)- 1x• + Z(Z'Z)~ 1z• = I and 
X'ee'Z = 0 we have I:= cr2 l(l-t>)I + pee'} 
2 Conversel~ suppose xrx• + zez• = a l(l-p)I + pee'I Since 
(X,Z)-l =(~), we have(~~)=(~) cr2 ((1-p)I + pee'] (B',D') which 
implies X'ee'Z = 0. Hence the result. 
It is to be noted that the condition X'ee'Z = 0 is equivalent 
to the requirement that e is in the space generated by X or by Z. 
s. Parameter Estimates and the Predictive Covariance (S. S.) 
The MI.E's of T, rand 8 were given in (4.2). We now consider 
Bayesian estimates. With a convenient prior 
h j i i d . f ~,r-1 and e- 1 t e o nt poster or ensity o , is 
(5.1) 
f O BY-TA BY-TA ' 
[ ] 
-1 
,exp (-\tr O 8 r DY ][ DY ] ) ' 
From this density Geisser (1970) showed that a posteriori T--D(•;T1,AA',BSB',N), 
and hence the posterior expectation of ,- if it exists is T1 • It is 
clear that r- 1 and 0· 1 
as W(•;(BSB')-l, N-r) 
are, 
and 
a posteriori, independently distributed 
-1 W(•;(DYY'D') , N) respectively. Thus by 
- 18 -
applying Lemma 1.2 we have 
(S.2) 
-1 
{
E(r) = (N-r-m-1) BSB' 
E(8) = (N-p+m-1)-l DYY'D' 
We next consider the covariance of the predictive distribution. 
Geisser (1970) showed that with v1 = BV, v2 = DV, the predictive 
density of V is f(V) = f(V1) f(V2) where 
{
vl - D(•;TlF,M, BSB'' N+K-r) 
(5.3) 
V2 - D(•;O, I, DYY'D', N+K) 
-1 
From Theorem 1.1 and(~) = (X,Z) we have 
(5.4) Cov(V) ~ (N-m-r-1)-l XBSB'X' SM-l + (N-p+m-1)-l ZDYY'D'Z' & IK 
-1 -1 We note that M =I+ F'(AA') F and 
(5.5) [Cov(V)] -l = (N-m-r-1) X(X'SX)-l X' tilt-I+ (N-p+m-l)Z(Z'YY'Z)-lZ'Q IK. 
6. Marginal and Conditional Predictive Densities (S.S.) 
In this section we shall consider predictive inference for the 
case 
(6.1) 
K = 1. From (5.3) we have the predictive density 
-(N+l)/2 
f(V) « (1 + V' (DYY'D')-lV] 2 2 
-(N+l-r)/2 
•(1 + M(V1-T1F)'(BSB')-l(V1-T1F)l • 
of V 
The density above can also be obtained by considering v1 and v2 
to be independent and normally distributed c~nditional on u and w i.e. 
F(V1,v2lu,w) = N(Vl;TlF' (uM)-l BSB')•N(V2;0, w- 1DYY'D') 
where F(•l•) denotes the distribution function and u, ware independ-
2 2 
ently distributed as x (N+l-r-m) and x (N+l-p+m) respectively. Inte-
gration with respect to u and w yields (6.1). 
Thus forming the joint density of v1,v2, u and w and then trans-
forming from V =(~)v , u,w, to V,u,w we have f(V,u,w)=f(Vlu,w) g(u,w) 
- 19 -
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where F(Vlu,w) = N(•;XT1F,A5 ) for t~ =(uM) -lXBSB' X'+w-
1ZDYY'D' Z' 
s . 
and g(u,w) is the product of two independent x2 densiti~s. 
M k . h f . (N+l-p+m)u d . . a 1.ng t e trans ormat1on (N+l-r-m)w = t,w = z an 1.ntegrat1.ng 
out z we have 
(6 .2) 
where 
(6 .3) 
f(V,t) = CO y(N+l-r)/2 t(N+l-r)/2-1 
•f(\(2N+2-r)I I l+vt+(V-XTl F) \J (V-XT F)) -(2N+2-r)/2 
1 
(Co=TT-p/Z Mm/ 2 1BSB' 1-~IDYY'D 1 1-~r- 11~(N+l-r-m)I r- 11.~(N+l-p+m)l •mo<ll(~)I 
, -1 
(
y = (N+l-p+m) (N+l-r-m) 
- -1 
.J = tyMX(.X' SX) 1x• + Z(Z'YY' Z) Z' 
Thus an alternative representation for th~ predictive density is 
(6.4) f (V) = s0= f(V)t) g(t) dt 
where 
(6 .5) 
I -1 -1 (F(V t) = T(•;XT1F, (l+yt) (2N+2-r-p) J , 2N + 2-r) {t - F( • ;N+l-r-m, N+l-p+m) 
so that the predictive density of V is expressed as an average 
of multivariate T density over an F-density. 
. _ ell ·1i2) We next consider the marginal density of v< 1>. l,c t .J - 1 J 
and V, X, 
(6.6 ) 
where 
(6.7 ) 
. 21 22 
Z be partitioned as before. From Lemma 3. 1 Wl' have 
f (V ( l)) = f Orr f ( V ( l) It) g ( t) d t 
\F(V(l)ltl = T(•;X(l)T1F, (l+vt)(2N+2-r-p)-l Ji:.z, 2M2-r-p 2J , 
) t - F( •; N-1-r-m, N+l-p+m) 
' -1 Jll.2 = 111 - J12 J22 J21 
Hence the marginal density of V(l) is of the saint• form as thnt of V 
and with expectation X(l) T1 F . By interchanging thC1 super~cript 
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1 and 2 we obtain the marginal density of v< 2) • 
We next consider conditional density of v< 2> given V(l) • From 
(6.2) and Leuma 3.1 we have 
(6.8) 
where 
(6.9) 
and 
(6.10) 
f(V( 2) IV(l)) = J
0
00 f(V( 2) lv(l), t) g(t tv<l)) dt 
IF(v<
2>1v< 1>, t) = T(•;µs2.1' b(2N+2-r-p2)- 1, 2N+2-r) 
~ = x< 2>T F - J-l J (v< 1>-x< 1>T F) 
s2.1 1 22 21 1 
b = 1 + yt + cv<1>-x<1>T F)' J cv< 1>-x<1>T F) 1 11.2 1 
g(tlV(l)) = [f(V(l)))-\1-~2/2 t(N+l-r)/2 -1·f[\(2N+2-r-p )] b-(2N+2-r-p2)/2 
2 
•C IJ ,-\ 
0 22 
(2) From (6.8) we also obtain the conditional expectation of V 
given v<1> 
(6.11) E(v< 2>1v(l)) = .r; µ.82 .l g(tfV(l)) dt • 
We hence obtain a one-dimensional integral representation for the 
conditional density of v< 2) given V{l) and the conditional ex-
pectation as given in (6.8) and (6.11) respectively. 
By (1.19) and Theorem 1.1 we obtain the covariance of V(Z) given 
V(l) as 
(6.12) Cov(v<2>1v<1>) = Etlvll) (2N+l-r-p2)-l bJ;~ 
-1 (1) (1) 
+Covttv<l) J22J21 (V -x TlF) 
which is essentially a one-dimensional integral. 
Some computational considerations: In computing (6.11) we notethat 
l·~(l) t(N+l-r)/2-
1b-(2N+2-r-pz)/2 p22 1 -% ( 6 13) g(t V ) = ---------~~-___,;...., ___ _ 
• r= (N+l-r),-1 -(2N+2-r-p 2)/2I 1-% 
'-' 0 t '2 b J 22 dt • 
Also, by the spectral representation theorem we have 
- 21 -
(6.14) 
where D(ai) is a diagonal matrix with elements a1 , Xi are 
characteristic roots of x< 2)(X'SX)-lx( 2)'[x< 2)(X'SX)-lx( 2)'+z< 2)(Z'YY'Z)-lz( 2)'] -l, 
t 1 , 1 =I= t 2 t 2 and IPtl and t~,2 are the orthog~nal matrices reducing 
the matrices to their canonical forms. Hence we need not evaluate deter-
minants and invert matrices for each value of t. 
For the calculation of the covariance of V(Z) given V(l) as 
given in (6.12), a similar utilization of the spectral representation 
theorem will also preclude the computation of determinants and in-
verses for each value of 't. 
7. Approximations (S.S.) 
Since conditional on an F variate the predictive density of 
V is a multivariate T as given in (6.5), we may approximate F(V) 
by 
(7 .1) F(Vlt) A -1 -1 A = T(•;XT1F,(l + yt)(2N+2-r-p) J (t), 2N+2-r) 
where 
~ N+l-p+m 
c = N-l-p+m i.e., the mean of the F-distribution or 
tA = N-r-m-l N+l-p+m i th d f th F di t "b ti 1 3 .e., e mo e o e - s r1 u on, N+ -r-m N+ -p+m 
and J(t) is the value of J evaluated at t = f 
From (7.1) we have 
(7.2) F(v' 2)1v(l)) T("•;µs 2• 1 c£), b(t)(2N+-r-p 2)- 1J;!<t),2N+2-r) 
Thus an approximate point estimate of v< 2) given V(l) is µ82 _1(t) 
and an approximate predictive region can be obtained through 
- 22 -
(7. 3) ( V ( 2 ) - µ. s 2 • 1 ( € >) I [ b -1 ( f.) J 2 2 ( t)] ( V ( 2 ) - µ. s 2 • 1 ( t ) ) 
being approximately distributed as 
2N+2-r-p2 F(p2,2N+2•r-p2) 
Similar arguments may be employed for marginal inference on V(i), 
Pz 
for i = 1, 2, from the approximation given in (7.1). 
An alternative approximation for f(V(Z)lv(l)) is 
(7. 4) f(v< 2>1v< 1>):::::T(•·µ (t) b(t )(2N+2-r-p 2)-
1J2- 2
1(t
0
),2N+2-r) 
' s2. l o ' o 
where t is the value of t which maximizes g(tlv(l)) or 
0 
In the rest of this section we assume that rand e are 
essentially known, i.e., replaced by estimates, unbiased estimates 
MLE's or posterior expectations. 
The density of V conditional on ~, r-l and 9-l is 
(7. 5) f cvl T. r-1. e-1) 0: I r-11 K/2 I e-11 K/2 exp [-l;tr(b ~ r (BV~'TF)(BV~ TF)J 
Combining (5.1) and (7.5), with r- 1, 0-l assumed known, and 
integrating out 'T" we have 
(7. 6) f (VI r- 1 , e- 1) ex exp [-\tre- 1D(YY' +VV' )D' -%trr- 1 (BV-T l F)M(BV-T l F) '] 
By the transfonnation (~) V =(:~) and a property of normal distributions 
we have 
(7.7) 
Thus we see that with r, 8 replaced by their estimates inference 
on V as well as v< 2> given V(l) can be obtained through stand-
ard normal theory. 
8. Predictive Modes (S.S.) 
It was shown by Geisser (1970) that XT1F is the mode of the 
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• 
predictive distribution of V. In this section we present a numerical 
procedure for calculating the mode of v< 2) given V(l) when K = 1 • 
The predictive density of V when K = 1 can be written as 
(8.1) 
where 
(8. 2) 
f(V) ex: (1 + (V-XT F)'e(V-XT F)-(N+l)/Z(l + (V-XT F)'E(V-XT F)] -(N+l-r)/Z 1 1 1 1 
le= Z(Z'YY'Z)-
1z• =(ell el2) 
e21 e22 
E = MX(X'SX)-l X' =(Ell E12) 
E21 E22 
By Lemma 3.1 we have conditional density of v< 2> given V(l) 
( 8. 3) f(V(2) lv(l)) ex: {b +(V(2) _ µ, ) 'C (V(2) - µ )} -(N+l)/2 1 .1 22 •l 
lb + (V(2). 11_ )'E (V(2)_µ )) -(N+l-r)/2 • 2 .... 2 22 • 2 
where 
b - 1 + (V(l)_x(l)T F)'e cv< 1>-x< 1>r F) 
1 - 1 11. 2 1 
= x< 2>T F - c- e cv<1>-x<1>T F) µ,_ 1 1 22 21 1 
c11.2 = C11 - c12 c;2 e21 
µ, = x< 2>T F - E- E cv<1>-x<1>T F) 
•2 1 22 21 1 
b2 = 1 + (V(l)~x(l)TlF)' Ell.2 (v<1>-x<1>r1F) 
Ell.2 = Ell-E12 E22 E21 
with the convention that ~ 2 = 0 if A22 = 0. 
Using the same argwnents as given in section 3 we see that the 
mode of conditional distribution of v< 2> given V(l) will satisfy 
(8.5) 
The existence of the inverse of E22 + e22 is assured by the fact 
that E + C is p.d. 
v< 2)(A*) maximizes 
m 
Hence we can search for a A* such that 
f(v< 2>1v< 1>) • The mode of v< 2) given V{l)~is 
- 24 -
.... 
thus obtained in a one-dimensional search over A. 
Instead of substituting 
which maximizes f(V( 2)1v(l)) 
or equivalently log h(A) • 
QN ( 8. 6) A = - = £,( A ) QD 
where 
(8.7) 
into (8.3) and search for v< 2) 
, we consider maximizing h(A)=f(V( 2)fv(l)), 
m 
b Further bA log h(A) = 0 yields 
The relation (8.6) will enable us to find recursively all the 
stationary points of h{A) • After obtaining all the stationary 
points of h(A) we then substitute 
mode. 
v< 2> (A) into (8.3) to find the 
m 
We next consider the special case when p 2 = 1, i.e. we have 
only one point to predict. Now (8.3) becomes 
(8.8) f(V(2),V(l)) ~ [1 + C*22 (V(2)_µ_1)2]-(N+l)/2 
•[l + E~·. (V(2)_µ )2J-(N+l-r)/2 
22 .2 
where 
-1 
{
C*22 = bl C22 
(8.9) -1 
E*22 = b2 E22 • 
Then ~2) log f(V(Z)lv(l)) = 0 implies 
bV 3 2 
(8.10) v< 2) + ~v< 2> + ev< 2> + o = o 
- 25 -
where 
(8.11) 
a= (2N+l) E*22c*22 
e.= a-lE!2c*22 {Nµ,~l + (N+l)µ,\ + (4N+2)µ,. 1 µ,. 2 J + (N+l)C*22+NE,':22 
-1 I 6 = -a E~':22C*22µ.1µ,•2(Nµ, • .J. + (N+l)µ..2 - Nµ..2E;':22-(N+l)µ,.1C,':22 • 
2 r:le" 21¥ 
Let p-~ = € - i , q* = 6 - 3 + 2:/ • 
(A) If 6 = 4p*3 + 27q*2> O, the mode is 
1/ 3 1/ 3 
v( 2) = (A*) + (B*) 
m 
2 3 1 
.9.* (g*2 p*3) \ where A-;': = - 2 + 4 + 27 , B* = 
_.9.*_ (g:__ P2:....) 2 
2 4 + 27 • 
(B) If 6 = O, then the three roots of (8.10) are 
respectively. Then 
(8 .12) 
1 
(a) if q-;'c- > 0, the mode is (f )'! 
1 (-9:::)1" (b) if q* < 0, the mode is 2 2 , 
(c) if q* = O, the mode is O. 
1 1 1 
2 (-g::_2* )-3 , (.9..::.2* )-3 '(~2-/: )-3 
(C) If 6 < 0, then the three roots of (8.10) are l. (-Y/ Cos q,/ 3 , 
2 f._"37*• )\ 0 (""(')1i 0 \~ Cos (60 - cr,/3) and -2 i- Cos(60 + r.p/3) respectively 
g*(Z])~ or tan m - -(-6)~ where~ is determined by Cos cp = ------- ~ -
2p*(-p*)\ q*(27)~ 
on the condition that cp is taken in the first or second quadrant 
according as q* < 0 or> 0. Since this is a bimodal case, we 
need only substitute two extreme roots into (8.8) to find the global 
mode. We note in passing that the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for (8. 8) to be bimodal is 6 < 0 • 
We next consider the joint mode of the distribution of V(Z) and t 
given V(l) • From (6. 9) and (6.10} it is easily seen that the joint 
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... 
mode is (µs 2•1(t*), t*) where t* maximizes 
(B.lJ) g(t) = t(N+l-r)/2 -1 b-(2N+2-r)/2 
The marginal components of the above·joint mode corresponding to V(Z) , 
namely µ82 •1(t*) , can also be used as an estimator of v<
2> given V(l) in 
much the same way as the "generalized maximum likelihood"estimator of DeGroot 
(1970 p. 236). 
Since in (8.14) b > 1 and the negative power of bis twice as big 
as the positive power oft, the maximum of g(t) should occur in a 
small interval (0, 1] or (0, 2] Thus in practice we may just plot 
g(t) for te(0,2] and find t* • Hence µ, . (t~'() will appear to be, 
s2.1 
in practice, an appropriate point estimate for V(Z) given V(l) • 
0 . 
Similar to the search for the mode we can also let bt log g(t) = 0 
which yields the relation 
(8.14) t = R(t) 
where 
-1 
R(t) = b(N-2)(2N+l)[y+(v< 1>-x< 1>r1F)'j (v< 1 >-x< 1>r F)] 11.2 1 
. . . 
(8.15) Jll.2 = Jll - J12 
• b 
J ij = tit J ij 
Further (8.14) may then be solved recursively for the stntionary 
points. 
9. Final Remarks. 
Although some of these procedures appear to be algebraically 
complicated, these mean and modal values are often not at all dif-
ficult to calculate by computer. In a subsequent paper we shall give 
examples of these calculations and also compare the methods of par-
tial prediction generated here with a class of much simpler heurestic 
procedures, one of which we term quasi-least square methods, on sev-
eral sets of data. 
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